Digital phase control in a Y-coupled plasmonic terahertz laser system
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Abstract—Electrically independent terahertz quantum cascade lasers in a Y configuration are coupled via the evanescent electromagnetic field in their shared substrate. Switchable lasing mode solutions are defined in one laser by a longitudinal computer generated hologram introduced to it’s plasmonic waveguide. When operated together, this control is extended to the coupled, unmodified laser.

I. INTRODUCTION AND BACKGROUND

Growing interest in THz technologies has led to a demand for cheaper and more highly functional sources than those in widespread use today. Terahertz quantum cascade lasers (QCLs) are a leading contender, offering milliwatts of optical power from compact, electrically driven, semiconductor devices. However, certain aspects of THz QCL performance have proven difficult to control. In particular, manipulation of single-mode emission frequency and phase has required complex experimental arrangements. The recent development of discretely tunable THz QCLs with embedded longitudinal computer generated holograms (LCGHs) offers an alternate solution, with electronically controlled, single section devices. In contrast to conventional transverse CGHs which give only directional control over incident light, LCGHs provide high resolution digital control in wavevector (k-) space and may therefore be used for photonic engineering. In the search for ever greater functionality we may take inspiration from well established, shorter wavelength laser systems, where straight ridge waveguides have in many cases been replaced with guided wave interconnects, such as waveguide couplers and arrayed waveguide gratings (AWGs), introducing extra degrees of on-chip phase and frequency control. A basic building block of such systems is the Y coupling of two lasers. Here we integrate the LCGH-QCL approach with a Y-coupled laser architecture in a step toward on-chip, all electronic, THz QCL emission control, offering the prospect of mechanically stable, high speed emission switching without the need for complex external optics or device arrays.

II. DEVICE ARCHITECTURE AND TESTING

Coupling in the Y-system is achieved by exploiting the optical mode profile in the QCLs’ surface plasmon waveguides. Fig. 1a shows a cross-sectional fundamental mode intensity profile for a single unperturbed semi-insulating surface plasmon (SI-SP) QCL ridge waveguide. It reveals a significant fraction of the modal power in a large substrate lobe beneath the active region (AR). Coupling between SI-SP ridges in close proximity is possible via this evanescent electromagnetic field, e.g. Fig. 1b. The principal dimensions of the Y-system are shown on the device photograph in Fig. 1c. Contrary to other Y-coupled semiconductor lasers in which waveguides were fully merged, the SI-SP arms share a substrate but their ARs remain physically distinct, with a minimum ridge separation of 10 µm. Arms were individually...
electrically contacted in an asymmetric two terminal arrangement. Electrical isolation between arms was ensured by the selective post-processing removal of the highly doped GaAs layer between the ARs by focussed ion beam (FIB) milling. QCLs were powered using synchronised pulse generators (1% duty cycle, 1 µs pulse length), at 4.5K. Finally, subsequent to initial device characterisation, the LCGH was introduced directly into the upper metallic waveguide layers of arm $A$. A symbolic representation of the real-space LCGH structure is given in Fig. 1d. It’s spectral reflectivity response (Fig. 1e) was designed to contain multiple Bragg reflectivity peaks intended to harness the underlying coarse tuning of the AR gain to produce switchable single mode laser emission with varying driving current.

III. RESULTS

Prior to the introduction of the LCGH, multi-mode emission was observed at almost all driving currents in both arms. The lasing spectra collected from arm $A$ are presented in Fig. 1f. Lasing modes were primarily dictated by the round trip phase solutions of the cleaved Fabry-Pérot (FP) cavities. However, the expected FP mode spacing of $\sim$6.5 GHz for a 6.2 nm long QCL operating around 2.9 THz was modified by the presence of the waveguide S-bends, which possess their own (unquantified) dispersion characteristics. Distinct spectral changes occurred after the LCGH modification of arm $A$. The LCGHs influence is seen in the redistribution of THz spectral power in Fig. 1g. The modified arm $A$ displayed switchable single-mode emission at two digitally selected frequencies (2.88 and 2.92 THz), each corresponding to and originating from an LCGH reflectivity peak (Fig. 1e). Small traces of power are also observed at a third LCGH defined frequency of 2.84 THz, though this mode never becomes dominant. In contrast, when operated singly the emission from the unmodified arm $B$ remained multi-moded, even after introduction of the LCGH to arm $A$. Emission spectra collected from arm $B$, operated alone between lasing threshold and maximum output power, are presented in Fig. 2a. Clear evidence of optical coupling and LCGH control is present when both arms are operated simultaneously. Fig. 2b shows the measured spectral performance collected under almost identical conditions to Fig. 2a, but with the addition of a constant driving current in arm $A$ ($I_A$) of 1.8 A, such that it lased at 2.88 THz. At low arm $B$ driving current ($I_B$), only the stray emission from $A$ is detected. As $I_B$ is increased, the former multi-mode emission is suppressed, optical power instead appearing at the three LCGH defined frequencies previously observed in $A$ alone; by far the largest rise in power occurring at 2.88 THz. As confirmation that the increased modal power originates from $B$, measurements were repeated with the collection optics aligned to the isolated facet of $A$ (Fig. 2c). Negligible power variation is seen at 2.88 THz, with reduced power increases at 2.84 and 2.92 THz. In effect, optical coupling between the arms allows the high modal power in the LCGH modified arm $A$ to seed the lasing in arm $B$, thereby transferring the LCGH phase solutions to the unmodified QCL. One might expect a similar result using a uniform grating, with a single resonance frequency. The advantage of the LCGH approach is that it enables the creation of multiple, finely spaced, reflectivity resonances. As shown, this design flexibility was used to produce switchable emission in arm $A$. The key consequence is that this switchable control may also be transferred between Y arms. Fig. 2d displays emission spectra of both $A$ and $B$, operated singly and in combination with $I_A = I_B = 2.1$ A. Individually, arm $A$ predominantly lases upon the high frequency LCGH mode at 2.92 THz, arm $B$ upon three modes at $\sim$2.89, 2.91 and 2.93 THz. Once again, the combined Y system output is LCGH controlled, with the power of $B$ largely constrained to the LCGH mode solution at 2.92 THz, evidenced by it’s increased power at the expense of the other modes.

IV. CONCLUSION

Mode switching within a THz QCL is achieved through optical coupling to a second laser on the same substrate, which is digitally controlled by an integrated longitudinal hologram. The transference of photonic control between electrically isolated constituent THz QCLs in a Y system is a significant step toward the goal of more complex on-chip phase switching and control architectures in active plasmonic terahertz systems.
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